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Success story about rock legend Tina
Turner: 2019/20 on a big tour 2019 is the
year of special Tina Turner anniversaries:
35 years ago, her album “Private Dancer”,
which sold over 20 million copies and won
four Grammys, was released, the start an
incredible comeback and a world career.
In honor of the "Queen of Rock"'s 80th
birthday, the production "Simply The Best
- The Tina Turner Story" will tour
throughout the German-speaking region
from February to May 2019 until it hits the
stages of Germany, Austria and Italy next
year returns. Advance sales for the
following season have already begun. The
rock queen last went on a world tour ten
years ago. This tour was the great
conclusion to an extraordinary career: half
a century of rock history with ups and
downs, with rises, falls and one of the
most impressive comebacks of all time.
“SIMPLY THE BEST” describes the rock
icon's eventful life with lots of live music
and impressive scenes: from the initial
successes, the hard time with a drug
addict and violent husband, the failure of
a great love and finally, after the
separation, Tina's new beginning and
rocket-like rise in the 80s to the film music
of “James Bond 007 - Goldeneye” in the
mid-90s. Tina Turner died on May 24,
2023 at the age of 83.

Simply the Best is the first greatest hits
compilation by Tina Turner and was
released on October 22, 1991 by Capitol
Records. The album contains Turner's
most popular hits since her comeback
in the early 1980s. It also features three
new songs that were previously
unreleased: "Love Thing", "I Want You
Near Me" and "Way of the World", as
well as a newly recorded dance version
of Turner's classic "Nutbush City Limits",
all from 1991 and 1992 were also
released as singles. The album is
Turner's biggest seller in the UK, where
it sold 2.1 million copies. It was certified
8x platinum in the UK and stayed in the
UK charts for over 140 weeks. The album
has sold over 7 million copies worldwide.
The compilation was released with a dif-
ferent track listing in the United States.
A limited edition of the album was also
released in Australia, containing a five-
track bonus CD. It contains a re-
recording of "The Best" as a duet with
Jimmy Barnes, retitled "(Simply) The
Best", as well as a fourth new song called
"I'm a Lady", (as the B-side of "Love
Thing ") has been published.
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Programming instruction

Disco-8Beat, T=90

Simply The Best
Disco-Hit 1991

von TINA TURNER
Bearb.: S. Radic

                                                  Main 1                                                                  Main 2
                          C + Adv.                                                                  D + Adv.

                          B + A                                                                       B + A

Adv.

                          A                                                                               A

We are dealing with a very special, slow “hard rock” here! The special thing is: There
is no accompanying chord at all, just the fifth interval and a very special eighth note
emphasis, which constantly drives forward! Even the strings pad only plays the fifth here.
You can clearly hear that the chords change from major to minor from the vocals and
many key notes from the fill-in area! The bass is content with just the fundamental note,
but it also plays along with this emphasized rhythm! In Main1, the brass fill-ins must be
taken into account. In the full style rhythm of Main 2, the brass section then plays a chord
breakdown.


